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•• NEWS NEWS

••  ““A hard beginningA hard beginning
maketh maketh a good ending.a good ending.””

--John Heywood--John Heywood



Why are inspections so critical toWhy are inspections so critical to
the enforcement process?the enforcement process?

•• Confirm complianceConfirm compliance

•• Gather evidence to prove facts of violationGather evidence to prove facts of violation

•• Regulatory presenceRegulatory presence

•• A strong inspection yields strong evidenceA strong inspection yields strong evidence
and quick resolutionsand quick resolutions



Inspectors are the window to our worldInspectors are the window to our world
Why are inspectors so critical to theWhy are inspectors so critical to the

enforcement process?enforcement process?

•• Official representativeOfficial representative

•• Fact finderFact finder

•• Inspectors are the five senses for theInspectors are the five senses for the
enforcement teamenforcement team

•• Inspectors play a crucial role in making sureInspectors play a crucial role in making sure
environmental laws are implementedenvironmental laws are implemented



••By failing to prepare, you areBy failing to prepare, you are
preparing to fail.preparing to fail.

-- Benjamin Franklin-- Benjamin Franklin



Half the fun is getting there!Half the fun is getting there!
Inspection Planning and Preparation:Inspection Planning and Preparation:

•• Determine what you want to accomplish duringDetermine what you want to accomplish during
the inspectionthe inspection

•• Know who you want to interviewKnow who you want to interview
•• Know what tasks you want to accomplishKnow what tasks you want to accomplish
•• Utilize your checklist - refer to it, do not rely onUtilize your checklist - refer to it, do not rely on

itit
•• Focus on key legal elementsFocus on key legal elements
•• Review all available information before you go toReview all available information before you go to

the facilitythe facility



Know the key elements of proofKnow the key elements of proof
necessary to document noncompliancenecessary to document noncompliance

before an inspectionbefore an inspection

•• Identify the purpose of the inspectionIdentify the purpose of the inspection

•• Make sure you understand the legalMake sure you understand the legal
requirements of the statute and regulations forrequirements of the statute and regulations for
which you are checking for compliancewhich you are checking for compliance

•• Every element of the legal requirement has toEvery element of the legal requirement has to
be metbe met



CAA EXAMPLECAA EXAMPLE
breaking down a violation into itsbreaking down a violation into its

elements of proofelements of proof

•• Owner demolished a building withoutOwner demolished a building without
providing written notice of intention toproviding written notice of intention to
demolish.demolish.



The Elements of ProofThe Elements of Proof

•• Prima facie case:Prima facie case:
–– Each owner of a demolition activity shallEach owner of a demolition activity shall

provide the Administrator with written noticeprovide the Administrator with written notice
of intention to demolish at least 10 workingof intention to demolish at least 10 working
days before demolition begins.days before demolition begins.

•• Standard of proof:Standard of proof:
–– preponderance of the evidencepreponderance of the evidence
–– Our burden of presentation and persuasion toOur burden of presentation and persuasion to

establish that the violation occurred and thatestablish that the violation occurred and that
relief sought is appropriaterelief sought is appropriate



The Elements of ProofThe Elements of Proof

•• Elements of proof to supportElements of proof to support
violation:violation:
––““ownerowner””
––““of a demolition activityof a demolition activity””
––  ““provide the Administrator withprovide the Administrator with

written notice of intention towritten notice of intention to
demolishdemolish””

––  ““10 working days before demolition10 working days before demolition
beginsbegins””



"Who Gave You the Right to Inspect My"Who Gave You the Right to Inspect My
Property?!"Property?!"

Know Your Authority for EntryKnow Your Authority for Entry

•• Be prepared to answer this questionBe prepared to answer this question

•• Citing to the specific authority that allowsCiting to the specific authority that allows
you to come onto the property is theyou to come onto the property is the
easiest way to diffuse the situationeasiest way to diffuse the situation

•• Present your credentialsPresent your credentials

•• Get consentGet consent



""Who Gave You the Right to Inspect MyWho Gave You the Right to Inspect My
Property?!"Property?!"

Know Your Authority for EntryKnow Your Authority for Entry

•• Handle claims of confidentialityHandle claims of confidentiality
appropriatelyappropriately

•• Do not sign waivers or releasesDo not sign waivers or releases

•• When entry is refused, leave and seekWhen entry is refused, leave and seek
attorney assistanceattorney assistance



""Who Gave You the Right to Inspect MyWho Gave You the Right to Inspect My
Property?!"Property?!"

Know Your Authority for EntryKnow Your Authority for Entry

•• May be able to obtain a warrantMay be able to obtain a warrant

•• Do not need consent in Do not need consent in ““open fieldsopen fields”” and and
““plain viewplain view”” situations situations



Should you sign this waiver?Should you sign this waiver?



Behold the turtle.Behold the turtle.
 He makes great progress only when He makes great progress only when

he sticks his neck out.he sticks his neck out.

--James Bryant Conant--James Bryant Conant



Conducting an Effective InspectionConducting an Effective Inspection

•• Ask the right questions and the rightAsk the right questions and the right
follow up questionsfollow up questions

•• Check out inconsistenciesCheck out inconsistencies

•• Take detailed notes throughout andTake detailed notes throughout and
immediately after the inspectionimmediately after the inspection

•• Good field notes yield good inspectionGood field notes yield good inspection
reportsreports



 Effective Interviewing Effective Interviewing

•• The 6 WThe 6 W’’s:s:

•• Questions should be framed to require aQuestions should be framed to require a
narrative answer rather than a narrative answer rather than a ““yesyes”” or or
““nono”” answer. answer.

•• Refer; Do Not Rely:Refer; Do Not Rely:



Ensure good communication skillsEnsure good communication skills

•• Ensure proper communication with theEnsure proper communication with the
facilityfacility

•• Ensure proper communication throughEnsure proper communication through
your inspection reportyour inspection report

•• Be careful how you make a recordBe careful how you make a record

•• Near in time records are criticalNear in time records are critical



A Poor Quality Inspection is a Great Defense!A Poor Quality Inspection is a Great Defense!
Poor Quality Inspections Yield PoorPoor Quality Inspections Yield Poor

Environmental BenefitsEnvironmental Benefits

•• Could cause enforcement team to draw wrongCould cause enforcement team to draw wrong
conclusionsconclusions

•• Could effect Agency credibilityCould effect Agency credibility

•• Could cause unnecessary delays and added costCould cause unnecessary delays and added cost
to pursuing an enforcement actionto pursuing an enforcement action

•• Creates unnecessary obstacles to successfulCreates unnecessary obstacles to successful
prosecution of a caseprosecution of a case



A Poor Quality Inspection is a Great Defense!A Poor Quality Inspection is a Great Defense!
Poor Quality Inspections Yield PoorPoor Quality Inspections Yield Poor

Environmental BenefitsEnvironmental Benefits

•• Could cause substantial mitigation duringCould cause substantial mitigation during
settlementsettlement

•• Could cause enforcement team to drop anyCould cause enforcement team to drop any
possible enforcementpossible enforcement

•• Could result in a loss in courtCould result in a loss in court



Documenting Information CollectedDocumenting Information Collected
During The InspectionDuring The Inspection

•• Inspector field notes and inspectionInspector field notes and inspection
reports are criticalreports are critical

•• Field notes and inspection reports shouldField notes and inspection reports should
bebe
–– ObjectiveObjective
–– FactualFactual
–– Free of any personal feelingsFree of any personal feelings
–– Clear, concise and objectiveClear, concise and objective



Documenting Information CollectedDocumenting Information Collected
During The InspectionDuring The Inspection

•• Take detailed contemporaneous notesTake detailed contemporaneous notes

•• Do not assume anythingDo not assume anything

•• Good field notes will yield good inspectionGood field notes will yield good inspection
reports which will yield successfulreports which will yield successful
resolution of violations.resolution of violations.



Exit InterviewExit Interview

••  Debrief Debrief
••  Present any receipt for documents and/or Present any receipt for documents and/or

samplessamples
••  Clarify if any follow up needs to be done. Clarify if any follow up needs to be done.



Types of Evidence the InspectorTypes of Evidence the Inspector
Can CollectCan Collect

•• TestimonialTestimonial

•• DocumentaryDocumentary

•• DemonstrativeDemonstrative

•• RealReal



Testimonial Evidence:Testimonial Evidence:
What the inspector was toldWhat the inspector was told

•• Key thing to remember: You must haveKey thing to remember: You must have
the interviewee substantiate statementsthe interviewee substantiate statements

•• You must ask the right questionsYou must ask the right questions
•• You must take notes to document theYou must take notes to document the

testimonial informationtestimonial information
•• You must always be specific in your notesYou must always be specific in your notes



Documentary Evidence:Documentary Evidence:
Written record you collect or copyWritten record you collect or copy

•• Purpose of a records inspection:Purpose of a records inspection:
–– Determine if records existDetermine if records exist
–– Determine complianceDetermine compliance

•• Make a list of documents you have collected andMake a list of documents you have collected and
make sure that each collected document ismake sure that each collected document is
labeled and corresponds to the list of documentslabeled and corresponds to the list of documents
you have created.you have created.

•• Follow up with deadlinesFollow up with deadlines



A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words!A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words!
Demonstrative Evidence:Demonstrative Evidence:

Photos you take, Drawings you makePhotos you take, Drawings you make

•• Demonstrative evidence is a great source but isDemonstrative evidence is a great source but is
underutilizedunderutilized

•• Why use Demonstrative Evidence such asWhy use Demonstrative Evidence such as
photographs, maps and diagrams?photographs, maps and diagrams?
–– Can have a great impact on the enforcement team,Can have a great impact on the enforcement team,

opposing counsel and the judgeopposing counsel and the judge
–– Can captivate and engross an audienceCan captivate and engross an audience
–– Can assist in making the testimonial evidence moreCan assist in making the testimonial evidence more

understandable and convincingunderstandable and convincing
–– Can provide visual evidence of violation.Can provide visual evidence of violation.
–– Can make the existence of a violation more probableCan make the existence of a violation more probable

than not.than not.



Perspective is ImportantPerspective is Important





How big is this pothole?How big is this pothole?



How big is it now?How big is it now?



Put the photo into perspectivePut the photo into perspective



Now how big is it?Now how big is it?



Admissibility of PhotosAdmissibility of Photos
•• When are photos admissible in court?When are photos admissible in court?

–– Is the photo relevant?Is the photo relevant?
–– Is the  photo authentic?Is the  photo authentic?

••Need testimony regarding:Need testimony regarding:
––Basis of the witnessBasis of the witness’’s knowledge of thes knowledge of the

scene depictedscene depicted
––That he/she recognizes the scene in theThat he/she recognizes the scene in the

photo andphoto and
––That the photo is a true and accurateThat the photo is a true and accurate

depiction of the scene at the relevantdepiction of the scene at the relevant
timetime..



Admissibility of Digital PhotosAdmissibility of Digital Photos

•• For digital photos must also:For digital photos must also:
–– Follow SOPFollow SOP
–– Create archival original ASAPCreate archival original ASAP
–– Establish Chain of Custody for photosEstablish Chain of Custody for photos



Real Evidence:Real Evidence:
Physical Samples You Gather or They GatherPhysical Samples You Gather or They Gather

Three Critical ComponentsThree Critical Components

•• Is it Is it REPRESENTATIVEREPRESENTATIVE?  Is the sample?  Is the sample
representative of what you need to evaluate orrepresentative of what you need to evaluate or
determine compliance?determine compliance?

•• Is the correct Is the correct METHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGY being used? being used?
–– Does the methodology ensure that the sample wasDoes the methodology ensure that the sample was

taken properly for the substance in question? [Qualitytaken properly for the substance in question? [Quality
Assurance (QA)]Assurance (QA)]

–– Was the proper analytical method used to make anWas the proper analytical method used to make an
accurate evaluation of its presence? [Quality Controlaccurate evaluation of its presence? [Quality Control
(QC)](QC)]



Real Evidence:Real Evidence:
Physical Samples You Gather or They GatherPhysical Samples You Gather or They Gather

Three Critical ComponentsThree Critical Components

•• Is the sample being Is the sample being TRACKEDTRACKED properly? properly?
–– Chain of Custody:  Can you prove whereChain of Custody:  Can you prove where

it came from, where it went, what wasit came from, where it went, what was
done with it, and that there was NOdone with it, and that there was NO
opportunity to compromise that sampleopportunity to compromise that sample
along the way.along the way.



The only place where successThe only place where success
comes before work is in thecomes before work is in the

dictionarydictionary
                                                              -- Vidal Sassoon-- Vidal Sassoon



Post Inspection Activities:Post Inspection Activities:
Convey, Review and ReferConvey, Review and Refer

•• Purpose of inspection report:Purpose of inspection report:
–– Clear, concise, complete, accurate, factual, wellClear, concise, complete, accurate, factual, well

supported record of your inspectionsupported record of your inspection
–– organizes all information gatheredorganizes all information gathered
–– May become evidence - a reflection of youMay become evidence - a reflection of you

•• ““Near in time:Near in time:”” The report should be written as The report should be written as
close to the inspection date as possibleclose to the inspection date as possible

•• Identify all sources of informationIdentify all sources of information



Post Inspection Activities:Post Inspection Activities:
Convey, Review and ReferConvey, Review and Refer

•• Any conclusions you want to expressAny conclusions you want to express
should be done in a separate memo clearlyshould be done in a separate memo clearly
identified as identified as ““enforcement confidentialenforcement confidential””

•• Have someone proof read your reportHave someone proof read your report

•• Write the report so that it paints a pictureWrite the report so that it paints a picture
and allows the reader to draw conclusionsand allows the reader to draw conclusions



ConclusionConclusion

•• Inspections and Inspectors are the keyInspections and Inspectors are the key
•• Your credibility is king!Your credibility is king!
•• Prepare ahead of timePrepare ahead of time
•• Know your authorityKnow your authority
•• Interview effectivelyInterview effectively
•• DocumentDocument



““If you want to know the end,If you want to know the end,
look at the beginninglook at the beginning””

Author UnknownAuthor Unknown



ContactsContacts

•• Nidhi O'Meara:Nidhi O'Meara:
–– Omeara.nidhi@epa.govOmeara.nidhi@epa.gov
–– 312/886-0568312/886-0568

•• Thank you!Thank you!


